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Reading ( 20 Marks) 

A) Vocabulary (10 marks) 

- Choose the correct answer from a, b, c, and d :  (5x2=10 marks) 

1- We should ………………………our class clean. 

          a) meet                    b) tell                   c) sell 

2- The………………………….…….is hot today. 

         a) find                       b) try on              c) swim 

3- The rabbit has got a ………………………..tall. 

         a) harbour                 b) city                  c) shop 

4- The…………………………...….is hot today. 

         a) people                   b) sand                  c) email 

5- The rabbit has got a ……………………..tall. 

         a) jungle                    b) beach                c) necklace 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

Pictorial Reading Comprehension (10 marks) 

B) Read the following passage then answer the questions below:(5x2-10 marks)  

        Tom comes from Brazil to Kuwait. He visits his 

friend Ahmad. Ahmad lives in Salmyia. On Saturday, he 

takes Tom to see the places in Kuwait. They go shopping 

in Salmyia to buy clothes. Then they play games in the 

Entertainment City. On Friday, they pray in the Grand 

Mosque. On Sunday they have dinner and walk on the 

beach. The food is very nice. Tom always says” people in 

Kuwait are good”. It is great to visit Kuwait every year. 

-Choose the correct answer from a, b, c and d:  

1- the best title for the passage is: 

       a) Nice Country             b) The Beach               c) Brazil 

2- The underlined word they in line 5 refers to: 

      a) the games                  b) the clothes               c) the friends 

3 – The underlined word nice in line 7 means………………… 

       a) bad                            b) beautiful                 c) hot 

4 – They walk on the beach on……………………….. 

      a) Friday                         b) Sunday                     c) Saturday 

5 – In the picture Tom likes…………………… 

       a) swimming                    b) playing                      c) fishing 
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A) Grammar (6 marks) 

Choose the correct answer from a, b,& c (3x2=6marks) 

 

1- Yesterday I………………….my friend in the gym .     

        a) see         b) sees             c) saw 

 

2- The tortoise is……………………….animal. 

        a) long           b) small             c) tall 

 

B) Writing (6 Marks) 

Write three sentences about “Your Deam” by the help of pictures and guide 

words: 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

C) Spelling ( 8 marks) 

Write the missing words to complete the text (4x2=8 marks) 

      

 

     My father is a………………….                    He sells…………………..….  

 

 

I want to be a……………………                             I like to ………………………                   people.  

  

 

 

 

 

 

doctor – grow up uniform - hospital help - sick 
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